Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONTINUOUS-WAVE (CW) microwave Doppler radar has been studied extensively in physiological monitoring, for the wireless detection of respiration rate and heart rate [1] , [2] , heart rate variability [3] , arterial pulse wave [4] , [5] , and respiratory tidal volume [6] . By taking the advantage of its noncontact and noninvasive features, physiological parameters can be assessed without obstructing the integrity of patient's physiological activities as well as providing continuous vital sign monitoring assisting standard medical instruments for event diagnosis, such as sleep study [7] - [9] and fall detection [10] . Using different radar architectures, typical vital signs, such as respiratory rate and heart rate can be estimated when probing at subject's chest wall [11] , [12] , as well as from four sides [13] . From the reflected radar signals, rate information is readily available by counting the peaks in the waveform over time. However, to interpret how heart behaves during systole and diastole phases or respiratory patterns for stroke volume and pulse pressure estimation [14] , accurate displacement measurement is needed. The time-dependent periodic variations in displacement over the surface of chest wall indicate the impact of heartbeat apex motion and thorax expansion/contraction. The overall displacement originated from such activities is on the order of 100 μm or less. Therefore, to be able to extract these cardiopulmonary activities in a lead-free configuration without ambiguity, satisfactory instrumentation accuracy should be on the order of 10 μm. Optical techniques can be used for noncontact displacement measurements [15] , [16] ; however, they typically require expensive instrumentation. Radar-based techniques, either pulse [17] or CW radar [18] - [23] , can be used for noncontact displacement sensing with affordable off-the-shelf components and compact designs. In this paper, we will be focusing on CW quadrature radar periodic displacement sensing.
CW radar transmits a narrow bandwidth signal continuously, receives phase-modulated signal and mixes with either its carrier signal or a local oscillator (LO) signal at mixing stage. In this paper, we adopt homodyne receiver that directly converts RF signal to baseband by mixing with radar carrier frequency. The benefits for using this architecture are simple design and coherent reception, because the LO signal is easily obtained by branching the carrier signal, and it yields correlated phase noise in RF and LO signals that largely cancel out after mixing [24] .
Quadrature CW radar is used to overcome null detection issue [12] . Linear demodulation and nonlinear demodulation techniques can be used to combine quadrature outputs and demodulate phase information. Phase information can be extracted from an arc transcribed by sample points constellation of quadrature outputs on the four-quadrant complex plane. If detected motion is significantly smaller than carrier wavelength (x(t) λ), small angle approximation can be applied in the demodulation process. Linear demodulation then can be implemented by projecting arc on one of the major axes. However, this only allows rate detection. In [18] , another type of linear demodulation method was used to estimate displacement by decomposing the baseband signal into a series of Bessel functions. Less than a hundred micrometers error was achieved for measuring the displacement of 2 mm with a 40 GHz radar sensor. The same approach was implemented in [19] , where 0.3-0.5 mm and 1 mm periodic motions from a linear actuator were measured, yielding an average error range of 0.6%-11.7%.
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estimation of the center of the arc traced by the detected motion [25] . Center estimation method [26] uses a heuristic estimator to find geometric center of an arc formed by the orthogonal outputs. Once the center is determined, dc offset can be eliminated while maintaining low-frequency physiological signal for subsequent arctangent demodulation. Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was presented in [27] and compared with center estimation method in [28] and [29] , which was computationally less complex and more accurate in tracking center on ununiformly distributed arcs and longer arcs. Compressed sensing formulated the issue into a circle fitting problem, which was effective and robust toward sparsely distributed outliers on arcs [30] . These works explored the feasibility of the methods on the cases of certain arc lengths by visual inspection, with emphasis on center locations and circle fitting performance. Quantitative examination of the accuracy in absolute displacement estimation was not discussed. Radius correction (RC) technique with imbalance compensation was introduced in [20] , including some preliminary data for displacement range of 10 to 40 mm. In this paper, we present in-depth theoretical analysis, full parametric simulations, and experimental results for displacement on the order of millimeters. It shows that for 2.4 GHz radar system, if not calibrated, at least 29% arc length relative to a full circle is needed to maintain estimation error rate below 10%. In practice, hardware imperfections often cause amplitude and phase imbalance between quadrature outputs, producing demodulation errors in measurements [21] , [31] , [32] , [41] . Experimental results demonstrate that using imbalance compensation with RC reduces relative error to 0.01%-2.63%, and overall absolute errors drop to only a few or tens of micrometers.
In Section II, a brief overview of the phase modulation for displacement extraction is given. Theoretical analysis on the origin of estimation errors in center estimation algorithm and how they propagate throughout displacement reconstruction process are revealed. Section III presents the investigation of the contribution of arc length and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to the demodulation by means of a full parametric simulation. In Section IV, RC technique is proposed and simulated demonstrating its benefits in displacement estimation. Measurement results are analyzed in Section V to verify the accuracy improvement of the RC technique. Discussions on comparison to the state of the art are also presented. A summary of the contribution of this paper is provided in Section VI.
II. PHASE DEMODULATION AND ESTIMATION CHALLENGES

A. Phase Demodulation
Phase demodulation is performed by combining quadrature baseband outputs to extract displacement associated phase content [25] . By plotting in-phase and quadrature (I and Q) components on the complex plane, a circular arc with phase angle θ is formed due to the trigonometric characteristic of the signals.
A simplified single reflector model is assumed to be equivalent to the effective radar cross section of human chest [33] in this paper, which behaves in a time-varying sinusoidal motion. The motion is then modulated as Doppler shifts that can be extracted from baseband I /Q channel outputs
where V I and V Q are constants representing dc offsets, p(t) = 4π * x(t)/λ is phase content proportional to the detected periodic movement x(t), φ tot is the constant phase shift, φ(t) denotes residual phase noise, and N I (t) and N Q (t) are noise signals in the reflected radio signals. In order to preserve dc information while removing dc offsets, a center estimation method is applied by moving the geometric center of the arcback to the origin. By neglecting residual phase noise, the sampled complex I /Q baseband signal can be rewritten in complex format as
The tracking is carried out as follows. First, the arithmetic mean of B(n) is subtracted from B(n). Then, the arc is rotated to an orthogonal position to real axis (I -axis) using the matrix of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. Assuming the sampled data points on the arc is uniformly distributed, the exact location of arc center (k, 0) at this state should lie on the I -axis, which can be found at the intersection of perpendicular bisectors of all the chords with endpoints on arc. The expression of k is obtained from a heuristic estimator [26] as
Its value can be determined from
Once the center is found, subtracting the rotated arc with center coordinates will move its center back to the origin. Arctangent demodulation can now be performed to extract correct phase angle for movement reconstruction accordingly.
B. Origin of Estimation Error
Since the performance of phase demodulation relies on the circle center that is located at the origin, estimation error can be significant if arc center is not correctly determined. To investigate this issue, a quantitative analysis is performed based on an estimation model to find the origin of estimation errors.
Assume that the complex coordinates of two nonidentical sample data points on the rotated arc are denoted as α = (x i ± δ x i , y i ± δ y i ) and β = (x j ± δ x j , y j ± δ y j ), in which δ x i , δ y i , δ x j , and δ y j are measurement noise associated with each data point. Using (3) and (4), the generic form of center coordinate on the I -axis can be obtained as (k, 0), where
The error of the arc center is calculated by implementing the propagation of error equation derived from [34] 
is a function of variables x, y, z, and so on and δ f , δ x , δ y , and δ z represent their corresponding noise. Substituting (5) into (6), δ k can be found as
where
An obvious observation is that δ k is directly related to the error in each coordinate component. It is thus vulnerable to the situation when a large amount of noises are present in measurement. The arc center can be drastically biased if (x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) are too close to each other, causing x i −x j to approach zero. This indicates that if the sampled data points' geological separations were limited in close proximity, large ambiguity may occur. On the contrary, in longer arcs, the difference of x i −x j is larger than that of the short counterparts, thus yielding less errors in center estimation.
C. Estimation Challenges
There are several factors that affect estimation error: quadrature channel imbalance, dc level drift, limited phase modulation, and noise. To begin with, the phases of receiver channels are not always orthogonal due to imperfect instrumentation, known as amplitude imbalance and phase imbalance. Such factors distort the shape of I /Q baseband signals. DC offset caused by the backscattered signals from stationary objects in the field of antenna coverage and LO chain leakage limits the gain of baseband preamplifier. It may also contain a small drift over time. Respiration related displacement that can be detected over the chest wall is reported to be approximately 4-12 mm [28] . The corresponding phase modulation range at 2.4 GHz is 23.04°and 69.12°, which transcribed only occupy 6.4% and 19.2% of an entire circle, respectively. Such short arc lengths present a challenge for the estimation of arc center. Also, at low SNRs, the arc is less well defined, causing errors in center estimation.
As for quadrature imbalances, they can be estimated and corrected by a data-based ellipse fitting and compensation method (imbalance compensation, i.e., IC) [21] . Calibration techniques for LO leakage [35] , dc offset [29] , [35] , and random body movement [36] , [37] in the direct conversion architecture with arctangent demodulation were well studied in the previous studies.
To investigate the effect of noise and short arc length on center estimation, two simulations are performed in MATLAB. First, a comparison is made between ideally clean baseband signal and the same signal with SNR level of 40 dB. In simulation, complex I /Q baseband reference signal forms an arc occupying 15% of a circle, representing a periodic movement with an amplitude of 9.375 mm at carrier frequency 2.4 GHz. In comparison, an identical baseband signal is simulated with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) using AWGN function of 40 dB SNR. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , an obvious bias is found on corresponding arc centers between reference and the comparison, indicating noise in the baseband signal brings ambiguity in center estimation accuracy. Such error propagates to the locations of the arcs when their centers are tracked back to origin, creating a gap that is 16.35% relative to the arc radius. This offset further affects phase angle extraction since the comparison arc concludes a larger acute angle than that of the reference.
The second comparison is made between baseband signals modulated from single target with different movement displacements, shown in Fig. 2 . The reference signal is the short arc in gray, which has 40 dB SNR with corresponding target Fig. 3 . Error propagation effect on displacement estimation. A complex baseband signal model that forms an arc with nominal radius equals to 2 V is taken as an example. Normalized error in center coordinate is plotted against the deviation rate of displacement estimation. motion of 9.375 mm. The comparison signal is the long arc in light gray, which represents 25 mm target motion with same noise level. In simulation, the two signals in comparison form arcs that represent 15% and 40% of a circle with identical radius at carrier frequency 2.4 GHz, respectively. In Fig. 2(a) , arc center estimation results carry an obvious difference, which equals to 14.39% of the arc radius. Thus, in Fig. 2(b) , the difference in arc centers renders an offset in final positions when both of their centers are tracked back to origin. It also indicates that the two arcs in Fig. 2(b) are occupying two nonidentical circles.
D. Error Propagation Effect
As mentioned in Sections II-B and II-C, the inaccuracy of arc center location propagates further to radius and displacement estimations. An illustration of the error propagation effect is simulated by manually altering the amount of normalized error in center coordinate, shown in Fig. 3 . The signal model forms an arc with its center located at (k, 0), and a nominal radius of 2 V. Erroneous center coordinate is expressed as (k +ε, 0), whereε is normalized error. It is defined as the relative offset of k over arc radius R.
By sweeping the normalized error in the range of −100%∼100%, the propagation effect on displacement estimation results is plotted. It shows that the estimated displacement error has a nonlinear relationship with the normalized error of the center. More importantly, such an error could essentially degrade the estimation accuracy of displacement. For instance, if arc center is offset by 15%, estimated displacement error rate ramps up to 7.2%.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
To comprehensively understand how noise level and arc length affects the accuracy of center estimation, parametric simulations were performed in MATLAB. We assume that a simulated target motion is modulated in quadrature baseband signals, which are processed by the center estimation method in order to estimate its arc center.
To begin with, a periodic movement x(t) is expressed in cosine function over time, with a frequency of 0.3 Hz and variable amplitudes. It is then modulated as the phase shift in quadrature baseband signals, which transcribe an arc on a circle in complex plane. Arc radius is chosen to be 3 V that complies with typical average radius values in human testing conducted in [26] , while using a 2.4 GHz Doppler radar system transmitting radio wave at 1 m distance. Arc length is normalized as a fraction of the full circle, which sweeps from 10% to 65%. AWGN is added on baseband signals, which is quantified in SNR with a magnitude from 10 to 40 dB. By sweeping arc length and SNR at each incremental value concurrently, the estimation errors of arc center as a function of these parameters are obtained, shown in Fig. 4 . The vertical axis represents root-mean-square error (RMSE) of estimated arc center, while horizontal plane indicates different combinations of arc length and SNR.
Since the arc center is located on the I -axis, the propagated error on the center is reflected on its coordinate of k. The error is evaluated as RMSE between theoretical value of k and estimated value k under center estimation. Fig. 4 shows that in order to minimize error on center estimation at low SNRs, arc should approach a certain amount of length. Taking the scenario of 15% arc length as an example, when SNR equals to 20 dB, the RMSE is 0.6906. By sampling the RMSE values at the same SNR but longer arc length, it is observable that the estimation error on arc center can be minimized. If maintaining the same SNR and expanding arc length to 40%, the RMSE drops to 0.0250, indicating a 97.2% improvement. It is observed that to reach a relatively flat region on this plot (RMSE < 0.1), i.e., to have sufficient accuracy on center estimation, with SNR not less than 20 dB, at least 24% arc length is required. When SNR drops to 10 dB, an arc length of at least 44% will have a distinct advantage in estimating correct arc center. The errors in arc center scale propagate to the radius of the arc, which indicates a similar trend when arc radius is simulated as a function of arc length and SNR. For instance, the combination of 15% arc length and 20 dB yields an error rate of 22.76% in arc radius estimation. Compared with an arc length of 40%, the equivalent noise will not have as much effect, since the error in this case is limited to less than 1%.
The simulation reveals the limitations of center estimation for a short arc with presence of large amount of noise. More importantly, it indicates the effectiveness of center and radius estimations based on longer arcs, offering effective calibration parameters for RC.
IV. RADIUS CORRECTION TECHNIQUE
Since extracting accurate displacement information requires precise arc center/radius, an accurate estimation of these two parameters becomes crucial. Simulation results in Section III demonstrate that the more arc length is available, the more accurate center and radius estimations can be, providing that they have the same nominal radius and SNR. Thus, using a longer arc's radius as calibration parameter to correct that of the shorter arc could facilitate accurate displacement recovery.
To evaluate the concept, a series of simulations were performed. At 2.4 GHz, three pairs of quadrature Doppler radar signals were compared, including a pair of twin arcs transcribing 15% of a full circle on complex plane and another arc with 60% length under the same simulation conditions. For twin arcs, one of them is reference arc with no noise added, while the other carries an SNR of 40 dB AWGN (Control A). The third arc is calibration arc that loads with the same amount of noise. In the first experiment, center estimation on the three arcs yields different centers on the I -axis, as shown Fig. 5(a) . After tracking them to origin, the calibration arc precisely overlays on the reference arc, while the twin arcs are unexpectedly separated by an offset 25% of the radius on the I -axis. Although the raw data of the long arc carries 40-dB SNR, it still yields a correct arc center recovery for accurate demodulation. In the second experiment, longer arc's center coordinate and radius value are first extracted by performing center estimation. In light of its distinct advantage, we use its radius to implement on the short arc as if it is its estimated radius. The short arc's center is hereby manually corrected [ Fig. 6(a) ]. After the same procedure as Experiment #1, the short arc (Control B) can be moved to its ideal position for displacement estimation.
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of proposed calibration, such a procedure was run in a closed loop for 100 repetitions to counter the randomness of AWGN function in MATLAB. Estimated radii, arc centers, displacements, and error rates in displacement estimation were averaged to yield a fair comparison, as shown in Table I . From the comparison between Control A and Control B, we can observe the latter has much better accuracy in estimating both radius and displacement. The improvement in estimation error is nearly 80% in Control B.
Similar to simulations in Section III, a full parametric simulation is made to comprehensively investigate RC performance. The target motion frequency is simulated to be sinusoidal and oscillates at 0.3 Hz, which is detected by 2.4 GHz radar signal. The simulated motion is with the displacement of 9.375 mm, which transcribes a 15% length arc on the IQ plane with nominal radius of 3 V. In addition, it carries a variety of SNRs ranging from 10 to 40 dB. To recover displacement information, RC is implemented with calibration radius acquired from the arcs of lengths that sweeps from 10% to 65%. The calibration arcs carry the same amount of noise as the arc being corrected, which agrees with the principle of RC technique that both calibration arc and calibrated arc are measured under the same configurations. Fig. 7 shows the estimated displacement error rate as a function of calibration arc's length and SNR. The dark flat region indicates the effective range that calibration arc's dimension should fall in. When SNR is larger than 10 dB, an arc with at least 40% length could well maintain the estimated displacement error rate well below 3% on the calibrated arc.
V. MEASUREMENT AND DISCUSSION
A. Measurement Setup
The feasibility of the technique was experimentally evaluated on displacement measurement using a high precision linear stage. The radar architecture and the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 8 . The signal source is an Agilent E4433B signal generator, operating at 2.4 GHz with an output power of 10 dBm. An off-the-shelf patch antenna ASPPT 2988 from Antenna Specialist is used for TX/RX purposes. It has 8 dBi gain and 60°E-plane beamwidth, and is placed 1 m away from the target. The quadrature system is composed of minicircuits coaxial components, including three ZFSC-2-2500 0 splitters, While in this procedure, we were able to control the linear stage to create large displacements in order to extract correct radius for RC, this may not always be possible in practical applications. However, alternatively, radar antenna can be moved incrementally relative to the target to provide additional data points to estimate radius, as was proposed in [32] for imbalance compensation.
B. Results and Discussion
Using data-based ellipse fitting method and center estimation consecutively on 40 mm motion data, imbalance factors and radius are extracted. At 2.4 GHz, the modulated phase shift transcribes an arc length of more than 60%. According to [21] and Fig. 7 , channel imbalance and radius can both be calculated with sufficient accuracy. The estimated imbalance factors and radius are then used for calibrating radar data originated from movements below 12 mm in procedures of imbalance compensation (IC) and/or RC. After proper calibration, arctangent demodulation is performed to extract absolute displacement. The measurements were repeated three times in total, taken place on different days. Estimation results are shown in Table II , including calibration parameters, estimated displacements, and error rates in percentage. For each measurement, uncalibrated data, imbalance compensated data, and IC+RC calibrated data were processed in comparison for displacement estimation.
From the results, it can be seen that in every measurement, uncalibrated data yield unpredictable error rates in displacement estimation among all nine steps. With imbalance compensation implemented, the errors can be reduced for most cases, but it fails when applied on the two smallest displacements. The combined IC+RC calibrated data, however, consistently improves the calibration performance based on IC method by minimizing the error rates to an average of 3% and below. Since 40 mm motion used for calibration is equivalent to 64% arc length, according to Fig. 7 , it should be able to correct the radius of the shorter arcs. To make a fair comparison, 9 mm is taken as example as its associated arc length is close to 15%, which was the calibrated arc's length shown in Fig. 7 . The improvement due to IC+RC on displacement measurement accuracy for 9 mm data is about 98%. It agrees with the simulation results in Fig. 7 since it predicts an 88%-97% enhancement after calibration is performed. Except for the case when SNR is 10 dB, all others are expected to have their error rates reduced to 2.5% and less when IC+RC is performed. This also agrees with estimation results of 9 mm listed in Table II .
The relative error rates of Measurements #2 and #3 are shown in Fig. 9 . The distinctions between grayscale bars reflect accuracy improvement on calibrated data. Except for Fig. 9 .
Comparison of relative displacement estimation error rates between no calibration, imbalance compensation, and combined calibration for (a) Measurement #2 and (b) Measurement #3. the displacement data of 4 mm in Fig. 9 (a) and 5 mm in Fig. 9(b) , all other groups show incremental decrease in error rates from IC to IC+RC calibrated results. The overall reduction of error rates from uncalibrated data to IC+RC data among nine displacements has a range of 71%-100% for Measurement #2 and 56%-99% for Measurement #3, respectively. The improvement by using IC alone is significantly smaller, and in some cases, it actually degrades displacement estimation accuracy. A fair comparison can be made between results in this paper and that of [22] , which measured target motions with similar displacement range and low vibrating frequency. In [22] , ac-coupled mode enables twice the baseband gain than what was used in the experimental setup in this paper, yielding improved SNR and measurement accuracy within the same displacement range. The rest of the references cover displacement estimation ranges that have little or none overlapping with what was reported in this paper. The most comparable accuracy was achieved with complex signal demodulation method shown in [18] and [19] . A single 2 mm motion was detectable with the 40 GHz radar system at an error rate less than 3% [18] . However, based on the conclusion that minimum measurement range for a fixed carrier frequency radar system is 0.335λ, it predicts a limited resolution of 4.2 cm for 2.4 GHz radar. Two measurement modes were realized in [19] for both linear and vibration measurements, the latter of which had a periodic displacement resolution of 0.4 mm and sufficient micrometer accuracy. While center estimation and center estimation with the IC method achieved accuracy on the order of 500 μm in general [21] , it is still not sufficient for resolving fine motion details. However, works that incorporated RC technique were able to control the error rate of the worst cases to less than 4% for submillimeter order displacement measurement [23] , and less than 3% for those in millimeter order range [20] , [22] , indicating an improvement over the conventional center estimation method.
C. Comparison With the State of the Art
In [23] , measurements were carried out at a higher motion frequency of 1 Hz, resulting in higher SNR due to lower 1/ f noise enabled measurements of smaller displacements with similar accuracy. Fig. 10 shows the noise floor comparison for 4 mm motion at 0.2 Hz and 1 mm motion at 1 Hz, indicating about 7 dB improvement at 1 Hz. In this case, imbalance correction could not be carried out due to extremely short arcs.
It is of merits to compare the performance of RC calibration technique with other center estimation methods that have not been reported with quantitative results in displacement measurement. Since channel imbalance issue can be well resolved by IC procedure, the accuracy of displacement estimation depends on the effectiveness of estimating circle center. We implemented on the imbalance compensated experimental data (Table II) two state-of-the-art methods:
LM method and Kasa circle fitting (Kasa). The LM method solves the problem by building an objective function that minimizes the geometric distance from estimated circle center to the sampled data points [28] , [29] . Kasa method is a modified least squares solution proved to be the fastest fit and robust against measurement error [38] . The calculated error rate of displacement for the measured data sets #1-#3 are shown in Fig. 11 . The counterpart results of IC+RC method shown in Table II were also plotted in the same scale.
From Fig. 11(a)-(c) , it can be seen that the RC method in general is having superior performance in maintaining the error rates below that of the other two methods. Kasa method has large errors when displacement is really small, e.g., 4 mm, having more than 30% error rate. This indicates its limitation in circle fitting when arc length is too small, e.g., occupying only 6.4% of a circle which is reflected in the 4 mm displacement measurement. Taking Measurement #1 as an example, the radius of fitted circle by the Kasa method is 0.0196 V, whereas that of RC is 0.0294 V, which is 1.5 times of Kasa's radius. This is because the algebraic distances in the Kasa method provide a poor approximation to the geometric distance [39] , which leads to grossly underestimated radius [27] . It was also commented in [40] that small variations in crowded data points will result in large deviations in the center and radius of the fitted circle. The LM method results in smaller error rates for the smallest three displacements than the method Kasa, while maintaining similar accuracy for the rest. It demonstrates good accuracy in the presence of noise [29] . However, when dealing with small displacements, the LM method becomes inaccurate [9] .
VI. CONCLUSION
Quadrature Doppler radar displacement estimation is of interest in noninvasive physiological sensing. This paper presents a calibration technique to be used in quadrature Doppler radar outputs' demodulation. The proposed RC technique is combined with an imbalance compensation method to achieve improved accuracy in estimating displacements.
The origin of estimation error and its propagation effect throughout the center estimation procedure was studied, indicating that estimator accuracy is dependent on the available arc length and noise level. Increasing the arc length for a better estimation thus presents a solution, which can be implemented with imbalance compensation successively in data calibration. Parametric simulation and phantom measurement verified that the proposed calibration effectively reduces estimation error without hardware modification or adding computational complexity. A significant improvement was obtained over the conventional center estimation method for periodic movement displacements below 1/10 of a wavelength with relative error rates less than 3%. Comparison over state-of-the-art center estimation methods also validates its consistently superior performance. RC in combination with the imbalance compensation technique could serve as an approach for high accuracy torso displacement estimation, and potentially be applied to cardiopulmonary motion pattern tracking and pulse pressure monitoring. 
